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Abstract. The standardgeometricoptics(GO) techniquepredictsthat the phase
functionfor largenonspherical
particleswith parallelplanefacets(e.g., hexagonal
ice crystals)shouldhavean infinitesimallynarrow15-function
transmission
peakcaused
by raystwicetransmitted
(refracted)in exactlythe forwardscattering
direction.
However, exact T-matrix computations
and physicalconsiderations
basedon the
Kirchhoffapproximation
suggest
thatthispeakis an artifactof GO completely
ignoringphysicalopticseffectsandmustbe convolved
with the Fraunhofer
pattern,
therebyproducinga phasefunctioncomponent
with an angularprofile similar
to the standarddiffractioncomponent.This convolutioncanbe performedwith
a simpleprocedure
whichsupplements
the standard
ray-tracingcodeandmakes
the computation
of the phasefunctionandits Legendreexpansion
bothmore
physicallyrealisticandmoreaccurate.
1.

Introduction

It is well known that a convenientway of representingthe

scattering
phasefunctionP(©) for aerosolandcloudparticles
is expandingit in Legendrepolynomialsas

The Legendre expansioncoefficientsfor the widely used
Henyey-Greenstein
phasefunctionare given by the simple
analyticalexpression[van de Hulst, 1980]

x, = (2n+1)g"

(2)

t/max

where g is the asymmetry parameter. Efficient exact
methodsbased on solving Maxwell's equationsexist for
where © is the scatteringangle, P,(cosO) are Legendre computingthe expansioncoefficientsfor sphericalparticles
polynomials,
andthevalueof theuppersummation
limit nma
x [e.g., de Rooij and van der Stap, 1984, and references
dependson the desirednumericalaccuracyof the expansion therein], randomly oriented, rotationally symmetric
[van de Hulst, 1980; Lenoble, 1985; Stephens,1994; nonsphericalparticles[Mishchenko,1991], and randomly
Yanovitsko',1997]. Since the number of numerically oriented clustersof spheres[Mackowski and Mishchenko,
significantterms in the Legendreexpansionis finite and 1996]. For irregularparticleswith sizesmuchlargerthanthe
often relatively small, this expansioncan be used for wavelength of the incident radiation, such as cirrus cloud
efficientlycomputingthe phasefunctionfor essentially
any particles in the visible, direct numerical solutions of
number of scatteringangleswith a small consumptionof Maxwell's equationsdo not currentlyexist. Thereforethe
CPU time. Furthermore,the Legendreexpansioncoefficients expansioncoefficientshave to be computedby using an
x, canbe usedto directlycomputethe Fouriercomponentsapproximatetechniquesuchas the geometricoptics(GO)
of the phase function via simple and exact analytical approximation. Using the orthogonality property of
formulas, which is the first step in radiative transfer Legendrepolynomials,we easilyderivefrom equation(1)
computationsusing numerical techniques such as the
adding/doubling method [Hansen and Travis, 1974;
x"2 =
d©P(©)P,(cos©)sin©. (3)
Wiscombe,1976; van de Hulst, 1980], the discreteordinates
0
method[Stamneset al., 1988; Nakajima and King, 1992],
The integralin equation(3) canbe calculatednumericallyby
andthe sphericalharmonicsmethod[Benassiet al., 1984].
usinga quadratureformulaprovidedthat the phasefunction
values at the quadraturedivisionpointsare known. This
numericalapproachworkswell if the phasefunctionis rather
Copyright1998 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
smoothbut becomesproblematicfor particleshavingparallel
planessuchashexagonalcolumnsandplates,cubes,or finite
Papernumber97JD03121.
0148-0227/98/97JD-03121509.00
circularcylinders. In this case,the standardGO predictsa
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strong, infinitesimally narrow peak in the exact forward full scattering
phasefunctionissupplementing
theray-tracing
scatteringdirectionwhich is causedby raysthatundergotwo computationby the computationof the Fraunhoferdiffraction
refractionsthroughparallelplanefacetsandis superimposed component
whichsignificantly
deviatesfromzeroonlyin the
on the diffraction componentof the phasefunction. This vicinity of the forwardscatteringdirection[van de Hulst,
effect was called by Takano and Liou [1989] the b-function 1957]. We thus have
transmission.

It is obvious,however,that GO predictsthe infinitesimally
narrow b-function transmission peak only because it
completelyignoresphysicalopticseffects. Simplephysical
optics considerations
similar to those of Muinonen [1989]
and Muinonen et al. [1989] cause us to conclude that
althougha strongnondiffractionforwardscattering
peakdoes
exist and can be qualitatively explainedin GO terms as a

P(©) =

WGoPGo(O)
+ PD(O)

,

wGO+ 1

(7)

whereWoois the geometricopticssingle-scattering
albedo,
andPD(©) is the diffractionphasefunction,Assuming
for
simplicitythe circularparticleprojection,we have for the
diffractionphasefunctionin the limit x --> oo[vande Hulst,

manifestation of the b-function transmission, it nonetheless 1957]

has an appreciableangularwidth comparableto that of the
Fraunhoferdiffraction peak and a diffraction-likeangular
O e [0%90ø], (8)
profile. In the following sectionswe use exact T-matrix
PD(O):4X2 xsin©
computationsto substantiatethis conclusionand describea
simple modification of the standardray-tracingprocedure
?i:,(o) o, O e [90ø,180ø].
which makesGO computations
more physicallyrealisticand
accurate. Furthermore,we showthat thismodifiedprocedure
(8), J•(y) is theBesselfunctionof thefirstkind,
significantly simplifies and makes more accurate the In equation
and
x
is
the
sizeparameter.Note that the truncationof the
numerical computation of the Legendre expansion
diffraction
phase
functionin equation(8) at © = 90ø can
coefficientsfor particleswith parallel plane facets.

[J•(xsin©)

2.

inducea stepfunctionlike singularityin the phasefunction
for smallersizeparameter
particles.The magnitude
of this

Definitions

singularity can be used as an additional criterion in

the smallestsizeparameter
to whichthe rayThe ray-tracingtechnique
assumes
therepresentation
of an determining
tracing
approximation
can
be
applied.
For
largex,
incidentplaneelectromagnetic
waveas a sufficiently
large
numberof incoherent
parallelrays. Eachindividualray is
independently
traced for a given particle geometryand
(9)
1 dF2PD(O
) = 1- x - 1+0(x-3/2),
4x
orientationusing Snell's law and Fresnel's equations
4x
[Jackson,1975]. All escapingrays are sampledinto
incremental
solidangleelements
(bins)centered
atpredefined so that the diffractionphasefunctionis asymptotically
discretescatteringanglesfrom 0ø to 180ø. This procedure normalizedto unity.

j

yieldsthe angulardistributionof the scattered
intensityand
is repeatedfor a sufficientlylarge numberof particle
orientationswith respectto the incidentbeam in order to
simulatethe three-dimensional
(3-D) random orientation.

The geometric
opticsscattering
phasefunctionPoo(©)is

j(2x)

We have from equation(4)

Poo(O•) : 4x

lim .

m, •o

finally given by

Ei

•

,

(10)

j=l

1poo(Oi
)A•i = MEi
4rr

whichmeansthata numericallyaccuratecomputation
of the
(4)

GOphasefunction
at a scattering
angle©i may,in principle,
requirechoosing
a rathersmallsolidangleelement
ACliand
thustracinga largenumberof raysandaveraging
overmany
orientations.
QuiteoftenPoois a rathersmooth
functionof

i=1

where ©i (i = 1, 2.... , M) are discretescattering
angles the scatteringangle,andthe numericalevaluationof the limit
of equation(10) encounters
no difficultiesbecause
its rightcoveringtheentireinterval[0ø, 180ø],Af/i = 2rr sin©;
are the corresponding
incrementalsolidangleelementssuch handsideconverges
at a relativelylargeA©•. For example,
that

Macke et al. [1996] have found that in most casesit is
sufficientto use solid anglebins with A© = 1ø, trace 300

M

rays for eachparticleorientation,and averageover 30,000
orientations.
However,for crystals
withparallelplanefacets
to a
and E• is the energy accumulatedin the ith solid angle the right-handsideof equation(10) doesnot converge

•

A•, : 4x,

(5)

i=l

element.ThusPoo(©) satisfies
thenormalization
condition

1 I driPøø(©)
=1

4x

4x

finite limit at © = 0. This is a manifestation of what Takano

and Liou [1989] call the b-functiontransmission.

(6)

and(1/4x)Poo(©)dF2
describes
theprobability
for anincident

3. T-Matrix Computations

ray to be scatteredinto the solidangleelementdC2centered
As mentioned in the introduction, the S-function
at the scatteringangle©. The final stepin computingthe transmissionis not a real phenomenonbut is rather an
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artifact of GO completelyignoringphysicalopticseffects. for the disk and the spheroidare nearly the same. This
Muinonen et al. [1989] used the Kirchhoff approximation explanationshowsthat the angularprofile of the b-function
[Jackson,1985; Muinonen, 1989; Arnott and Marston, transmissionpeak for the disk is not a true/5 function but is
1991] to show that a plane wave front emergingfrom a rather describedby the same Fraunhoferpattern as the
crystalface shouldspreadand producea Fraunhofer-type standarddiffractionpeak. Importantly,diffractioncontributes
patternin the radiationzone. The correctedsize-dependent 71% of the total phase function value at © = 0 for the
that
phasefunctionis thusobtainedthrougha convolution
of the spheroidand only 26% for the disk, thus demonstrating
GO phasefunctionandthe Fraunhoferpattern. Muinonenet the b-function transmission can be the dominant contributor
al. [1989] usedthis physicalopticscorrectionto modify the to the forward scatteringphase function for transparent
true and corner retroreflectionpeaks computed originally particleswith large parallel planes.
To verify this interpretationof the T-matrix calculations,
from geometricopticsfor largeparallelepipeds
andhexagonal
crystals. It is clear that the samephysicalopticscorrection we have computedthe scatteringof light by the same
particlesand with the samereal part of the refractive index,
mustalsobe appliedto the b-functiontransmission.
Recently, Mishchenko et al. [1997] have used the but with a much larger imaginarypart equal to 0.1. Figure
improvedversionof the exact T-matrix method[Waterman, 2 showsthat the angularprofiles of the phasefunctionsfor
1971; Mishchenko et al., 1996a, b; Wielaard et al., 1997] the stronglyabsorbingparticlesin the vicinity of the forward
to computethe scatteringof light by large nonsphericalice scattering direction are essentially the same. Even the
particles. Computationsfor circular disks with size secondaryintensity maxima at about 5.5ø almost coincide.
parametersup to 50 and aspectratiosup to 3 have shown Also, the ratio of the forward scatteringphasefunctionvalues
that the physicalopticscorrectionbasedon the Kirchhoff for the disk and the spheroidis now only 1.23. Theseresults
approximationproducesexcellentresultswhen appliedto can be easily explainedby the effect of absorptionwhich
the b-functiontransmissioncontribution
light externallyreflectedby largeplanefacetsof ice crystals. stronglysuppresses
In this paper,we performsimilar T-matrix computations
in for the disk and makes diffraction the dominant contributor
order to verify the applicability of the physical optics to the forward scatteringpart of both phase functions.
correctionto the (5-functiontransmissioncomponentof the Indeed, diffraction now contributes more than 93% of the
phasefunction. Specifically,we computethe exactphase total phase function value at © = 0ø for the spheroidand
functionfor a monodisperse
oblatespheroidwith the aspect more than 75% for the disk.
Comparisonof Figures 1 and 2 showsthat the two solid
ratio 3 and size parameterx = 2rca/L= 50, where a is the
and stronglyabsorbing
spheroidmajor semiaxisand L is the wavelengthof the curvescomputedfor the nonabsorbing
incidentlight, anda circulardiskwith the diameter-to-height disks,respectively,are almostidentical. In fact, plottingthe
ratio 3 andthe samesizeparameterx = 2zr/L - 50, wherer
is the disk radius.

The refractive

index is 1.3082 + i0.1328

x 10-7 andis typicalof waterice at visiblewavelengths
[Warren, 1984]. Althoughthe size parameter50 doesnot
necessarilyput the particlesin the geometricopticsdomain
[Mackeet al., 1995' Wielaardet al., 1997], it nonetheless
is big enoughto make relevantan interpretationof the exact
T-matrixcomputations
in termsof the geometricopticsand
Kirchhoff approximations.
We assumethat the external light is unpolarizedand is
incidentalongthe rotationalaxesof the particlessothat both
particles have exactly the same circular projections

perpendicular
to the incidentlightandthusexactlythe same
diffractioncontributions
to the total phasefunction. The Tmatrix computations
showthatthe phasefunctionvalue at ©
= 0 for the circulardisk is greaterthan that for the spheroid
by as large a factor as 2.7. However, despitethe large
differencein the amplitudesof the forward scatteringpeaks
for the two phasefunctions,theirangularprofiles,definedas
P(©)/P(Oø), are almost the same (Figure 1), so the half
widths at half maximum of the two peaks differ by only
10%.

These resultscan be explainedas follows' The circular
disk givestwo strongcontributions
to the phasefunctionat
zero scatteringangle,onedueto diffractionand anotherdue
to rays twice refractedin the forward directionby the large
parallelplane facets. Becauseof the opticalphysicseffect
[Muinonen et al., 1989] the angular profiles of both
contributionsare similar. On the other hand, the spheroid
producesonly the strongdiffractioncomponent.As a result,
the totalphasefunctionvalueat © - 0ø for the diskis much
greater,whereasthe angularprofilesof the phasefunctions
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Figure 1. Normalized phasefunctionP(©)/P(Oø) versus
scatteringangle for a circular disk with the diameter-toheightratio 3 and size parameterx = 2•r/•, = 50, where r is
the diskradius,and an oblatespheroidwith the aspectratio
3 andthe samesizeparameterx = 2•a/•, = 50, where a is the
spheroidmajor semiaxis. The externalunpolarizedlight is
incident along the rotational axes of the particles. The
refractive index is 1.3082 + i0.1328 x 10-7.
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indeedthe same. Also, increasingabsorptionhasbroughtthe
dotted curve in Figure 2 to a closer agreementwith the
respectivecurve for the diskthan in Figure 1. This suggests
that the small discrepanciesbetween the solid and dotted
curvesin Figure 1 are causedby the ray tracingcomponent
of the forward-scatteringphasefunctionfor the transparent
spheroid which is not fully described by the Fraunhofer
angularprofile.
The final checkis providedby computingthe scatteringof
an obliquely incident beam. In this case the scattering
problem is not rotationallysymmetric,and the existenceof
a 15-function
transmission
componentwith the sameangular
profile as the diffraction component could not be
misinterpreted
as specificto axially symmetricconfigurations
only. Figure 4 is computedfor the samenonabsorbing
ice
particlesas Figure 1, but now the incidentlight is directedat

an angleof 20ø with the particleaxis. The scatteringplane
is the plane throughthe particleaxis and the incidentbeam,
o
andthe normalizedphasefunctionis plottedversusthe angle
between the particle axis and the scatteredbeam. Both
o
5
lO
particlesproducestrongintensitypeakscenteredat exactly
ScatteringAngle (9 (deg)
the forward scatteringdirection and having essentiallythe
Figure 2. As in Figure1 butfor therefractiveindex1.3082 same angular profiles. However, the forward scattering
phasefunctionvalue for the disk is greaterthan that for the
+ i0.1.
spheroidby a factor of 1.9. This large factor can only be
explainedby a strong•5-functiontransmissioncontribution
curves in the same diagram makes them hardly for the disk.
This contribution
is smaller than in the
distinguishable(Figure 3). In view of the quite different symmetric case becausefewer incident rays can now be

relative

contributions

of

the
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transmissioncomponentsin these two cases, Figure 3
unequivocallydemonstrates
that the angularprofiles of the
diffraction and b-functiontransmissionpeaksfor a disk are
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Figure 3. Normalized phase function P(©)/P(Oø) versus
scatteringanglefor circulardiskswith the diameter-to-height
ratio 3 and size parameterx = 2•r/X = 50. The refractive

indices
are1.3082+ i0.1328x 10-7 (solidcurve)
and1.3082
+ i0.1 (dotted curve). The external unpolarizedlight is
incidentalongthe rotationalaxesof the particles.

Figure 4. NormalizedphasefunctionP(,9)/P(20ø) versusthe
anglebetweenthe particleaxisandthe scatteredbeam,8, for
a circular disk with the diameter-to-height
ratio 3 and size
parameterx = 2xr/)• = 50 (solid curve) and an oblate
spheroidwith the aspectratio 3 and the samesizeparameter
x = 2xa/)• = 50 (dotted curve). The angle betweenthe
particleaxisand the unpolarizedincidentbeamis 20ø. The
scatteringplane is the planethroughthe particleaxisandthe
incident beam.
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1

because of an increased contribution of the side surface of

4-•I dflP(©)=
1.

the disk to the forward scatteredlight. However, the 8function transmissioncomponentstill dominatesthe total
phasefunctionvalueat the exactforwardscattering
direction
and has the same angular profile as the diffraction

1803

(16)

Rewriting equation(3) as

component.

x. :

2n+l d•P(•)P.(•).
2

•: cos© (17)

-1

andusinga Gaussianquadratureformulaon the interval[- 1.

4. Modified Ray-Tracing Procedure
Thus the exact T-matrix computations
showthat the GO

phasefunctionfor crystalswith parallelplanefacetsmust
indeed be correctedby convolvingthe GO 8-function
transmission
peakwith theFraunhoferangularpattern.This
convolutioncanbe accomplished
with the followingsimple
procedure.The ray-tracingcodedescribed
by Mackeet al.
[1996]uses181solidanglebinscentered
at scattering
angles
©i = 0.25ø,1o,2o, ..., 178ø, 179ø and179.75
ø. Forthefirst
andthe lastbins,A©• : AO•8• = 0.5ø, while for all other

1]. we have

2n+l N•

x=

• p(•ti)p,(gt/)wi,
(18)

whereg/andw/(j = 1.... , No ) areGaussian
division
poims
and weights, respectively. Since the dif•action phase
•nction Pv is given by an exactanalyticalexpression
and

themodified
ray-tracing
phase
•nctionP•o is a slowly
va•ing •nction of the scaReringangleandcanbe accurately

the total phase•nction values at
bins,A©i = 10. By definition
theray-tracing
phase
function inte½olated/extrapolated,
satisfies the normalization

condition

the divisionpointscan be computedrather precisely. As a
result,the numerical evaluationof equation(18) encounters
181
no difficulties and producesaccuratevalues of the Legendre
expansion coefficients. The accuracy of computing the
expansioncoefficients can be checked by evaluating the
All energy resultingfrom the b-functiontransmission
is right-hand side of equation (1) at the Gaussian division
accumulated
in the first bin, therebycausingPGO(©i) >> points and comparing the result with the original phase
PGo(©,),i = 2, ..., 181. Sinceourgoalis to replacethe •nction values. Suchcheckshave shownthat the accuracy
artificial 15-function
transmission
peakwith a diffraction-like of the Legendrerepresentationof the phase•nction can be
component,
we needto knowtheamountof energycontained made arbitrarily high by including a sufficiently large

1• PGo(Ot)A•.•t
=1. (11)

x of the expansioncoefficients.We havefound
in the peak. Thereforewe replacethe largePao(©l) value numbernma
with the much smallerPGO(©2)value and denotethe that a reliable criterion for choosingan adequatevalue of
truncated
ray-tracing
phase
function
byP/•o. Thismodifiednm= is checkingthat the right-handside of equation(1)
phasefunctionis a ratherslowlyvaryingfunctionof the computed for O = 0 exactly coincideswith the fo•ard
scattering
angle,sophasefunctionvaluesat scattering
angles scatteringvalue of the original phasefunction.
As an example, in Figure 5 we show the total phase
notcoinciding
with©i canbe accurately
computed
by using
linear interpolation/extrapolation.
We then computethe •nction for polydisperse,randomly oriented hexagonal
columnswith len•h-to-diameter ratio 2 and distributionof
surface-equivalentsphereradii given by the standardpower
law [Hansen and Travis, 1974]:

quantity
181

15
=1- 1t•lP/Go(Oi)A•-•t
(12)
471: =

which

determines the

fractional

contribution

of

the

2r•2r22-3
,(r) =

diffraction-like forward scatteringcomponentto the ray-

tracingphasefunction.The newray-tracingphasefunction

r22- F12
0

F

F1 < F< F2•
-

(19)

othe•ise.

is thus given by

The parameters
r 1 and r2 are chosensuchthat the effective

PGo(O)
= P/GO(O
) + 15PD(O), (13)

radius and effective variance of the distribution, as defined

byHansenandTravis[1974],arereff = 40 gm andVeff: 0.2.
-7, and the
wherePD(©) is givenby equation(8). Insertingequation The re,active index is 1.3082 + i0.1328x10

(13) into equation (7), we finally derive the total phase wavelengthis X = 0.645 gm. The solid cu•e showsthe
original phase •nction, while the do•ed cu•e showsthe
function as
result of evaluatingthe Legendreexpansionof equation(1)
with nma
x = 1000 te•s. It is seenthat the originalphase
•nction and the Legendre expansion almost perfectly

P(O)
: WGøP
/Go(O)
+(1+WGoS)PD(O
) (14)
WGO+ 1

The corresponding
total single-scattering
albedois given by

coincide
(relativedifferences
lessthan10-5). Thefo•ard
sca•ering
valueforthisphase
•nctionis 1.160x 105andthe
asymmet• parameter is 0.8209.

w = WGø
+1

(15)

2

It is easyto verify that the phasefunctionof equation(14) is
norm. alized such that

5.

Discussion

and Conclusions

It is clear that however large a pa•icle is comparedto the
wavelen•h, physical optics effects will preclude the
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the b-functiontransmission
component
usingthe physical
opticsapproximation
[cf. YangandLiou, 1996]. Also, its
accuracy
for verylargeparticles
cannotbe assessed
directly
duetothelackof exacttheoretical
methods
based
onsolving
Maxwell's equationsand applicableto size parameters
exceedinga few hundred. However,our approachis
physicallybasedand appearsto be very simpleand well
justifiedsinceit consists
of directlycomputing
theamount
of
energycontainedin the b-functiontransmission
peak and

105

104

103

102

10

-

convolvingit with the Fraunhoferangularpattern.
As oneof the reviewersof thispaperhascharacterized
our
procedure,
it isyetanother
patchfortheray-tracing
approach
to scattering
problems.Theray-tracing
technique
hasmany
disadvantages
like the ignorance
of the crossing
of caustics
or the interference
of wavesanddealingimmediately
with
irradiance rather than with electric fields. These factors can

degrade significantlythe accuracy of ray-tracing
computations,
oftenin an unpredictable
way. However,the
lack of exactmethods
applicable
to largeice crystals
may
make patcheslike this oneuseful,at leastfor the nearfuture.
In additionto the b-functiontransmission
component
the
phasefunctionshownin Figure5 exhibitsa pronounced
cornerretroreflection
peakcentered
at O = 180ø andhaving
an infinitesimal angular width in the framework of the
standardray-tracingapproximation. As suggested
by

1

10-1
10-2
0

60

120

180

Muinonen et al. [1989], this peak shouldalso be convolved
with the Fraunhoferangularpattern,andthiscan be donein

a way similar to that describedin the previoussection.
However, the amountof energyconcentrated
in the corner
Figure 5. Scattering phase function for polydisperse, retroreflectionpeak is small as comparedto that of the brandomly orientedhexagonalice columnswith length-to- functiontransmission
peak,thusmakingthe lattercorrection
diameterratio 2. The solidcurveshowsthe originalphase lessimportant.
functionandthe dottedcurveshowsthe resultof evaluating
the Legendreexpansionof equation(1) with 1000 terms.

ScatteringAngle (deg)
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